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Twisted bilayer graphene
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• Twisted Bilayers display ‘moiré’ pat-

terns, with unusually large period

L ' 100a0

• Flat energy bands allow

interactions to dominate

• Adequate description: symmetry classification and

renormalization group
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Twist and Dirac cones

f�k� = 2 cos��3kya� + 4 cos��3
2

kya�cos�3
2

kxa� , �6�

where the plus sign applies to the upper ��*� and the
minus sign the lower ��� band. It is clear from Eq. �6�
that the spectrum is symmetric around zero energy if t�
=0. For finite values of t�, the electron-hole symmetry is
broken and the � and �* bands become asymmetric. In
Fig. 3, we show the full band structure of graphene with
both t and t�. In the same figure, we also show a zoom in
of the band structure close to one of the Dirac points �at
the K or K� point in the BZ�. This dispersion can be
obtained by expanding the full band structure, Eq. �6�,
close to the K �or K�� vector, Eq. �3�, as k=K+q, with
�q �� �K� �Wallace, 1947�,

E±�q� � ± vF�q� + O��q/K�2� , �7�

where q is the momentum measured relatively to the
Dirac points and vF is the Fermi velocity, given by vF
=3ta /2, with a value vF1�106 m/s. This result was
first obtained by Wallace �1947�.

The most striking difference between this result and
the usual case, 	�q�=q2 / �2m�, where m is the electron
mass, is that the Fermi velocity in Eq. �7� does not de-
pend on the energy or momentum: in the usual case we
have v=k /m=�2E /m and hence the velocity changes
substantially with energy. The expansion of the spectrum
around the Dirac point including t� up to second order
in q /K is given by

E±�q�  3t� ± vF�q� − �9t�a2

4
±

3ta2

8
sin�3
q���q�2, �8�

where


q = arctan�qx

qy
� �9�

is the angle in momentum space. Hence, the presence of
t� shifts in energy the position of the Dirac point and
breaks electron-hole symmetry. Note that up to order
�q /K�2 the dispersion depends on the direction in mo-
mentum space and has a threefold symmetry. This is the
so-called trigonal warping of the electronic spectrum
�Ando et al., 1998, Dresselhaus and Dresselhaus, 2002�.

1. Cyclotron mass

The energy dispersion �7� resembles the energy of ul-
trarelativistic particles; these particles are quantum me-
chanically described by the massless Dirac equation �see
Sec. II.B for more on this analogy�. An immediate con-
sequence of this massless Dirac-like dispersion is a cy-
clotron mass that depends on the electronic density as its
square root �Novoselov, Geim, Morozov, et al., 2005;
Zhang et al., 2005�. The cyclotron mass is defined, within
the semiclassical approximation �Ashcroft and Mermin,
1976�, as

m* =
1

2�
� �A�E�

�E
�

E=EF

, �10�

with A�E� the area in k space enclosed by the orbit and
given by

A�E� = �q�E�2 = �
E2

vF
2 . �11�

Using Eq. �11� in Eq. �10�, one obtains

m* =
EF

vF
2 =

kF

vF
. �12�

The electronic density n is related to the Fermi momen-
tum kF as kF

2 /�=n �with contributions from the two
Dirac points K and K� and spin included�, which leads to

m* =
��
vF

�n . �13�

Fitting Eq. �13� to the experimental data �see Fig. 4�
provides an estimation for the Fermi velocity and the

FIG. 3. �Color online� Electronic dispersion in the honeycomb
lattice. Left: energy spectrum �in units of t� for finite values of
t and t�, with t=2.7 eV and t�=−0.2t. Right: zoom in of the
energy bands close to one of the Dirac points.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Cyclotron mass of charge carriers in
graphene as a function of their concentration n. Positive and
negative n correspond to electrons and holes, respectively.
Symbols are the experimental data extracted from the tem-
perature dependence of the SdH oscillations; solid curves are
the best fit by Eq. �13�. m0 is the free-electron mass. Adapted
from Novoselov, Geim, Morozov, et al., 2005.
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Magic angle physics

Interlayer tunneling (strength w)

Y. Cao et al., Nature 556, 80–84 (2018)

v(θ0) = 0 at

magic angle

θ0 ' 2w/~vFK ' 1°

Comparison of energy scales at the magic angle

• Bandwidth ' 8 meV

ˆ• Coulomb repulsion = e2

4πεd ' 25 meV

Predominance of electron-electron correlations
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Experimental findings

• Rich phase diagram from transport measurement at θ = θ0
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Superconductor
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Charge doping (1012 cm−2)
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Lu, X. et al. Nature 574, 653 (2019)

• Analogy with high-temperature cuprates
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Experimental findings

• Unexpected insulating phase at charge neutrality

‘Strong’ because of large gap ' 0.86 meV

X. Lu et al., Nature 574, 653 (2019)

• Nematic ordering (broken C3 symmetry)

Anisotropic STM maps

Y. Jiang et al., Nature 573, 91 (2019)

hole-doped electron-doped global charge

L

This work: nematic insulator at charge neutrality
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Single-particle description

Obstacle = large moiré leads to enormous number of bands

−→ symmetry-based description near charge neutrality

Intralayer dynamics

Real space

θ

top

bottom

Reciprocal space

• One Dirac cone per layer

HK = −i~vFσ · ∂

Moiré energy Em = ~vFkθ

• Two Dirac cones

H0 =

( t b

t −iσ · ∂ 0

b 0 −iσ · ∂

)
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Single-particle description

Interlayer dynamics

Hα =

( t b

t 0 T (r)

b T †(r) 0

) •
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T (r) = α
∑

j=1,2,3

Tj e
−iqj ·r + h.c.

momentum transfer

tunneling strength ∝ w/θ

sublattice structure constrained by symmetry

θ

•
z

C3
C2

Spatial

• C3 three-fold rotation

• C2 bilayer flip

Other

• IT antiunitary

• P particle-hole (fragile)
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Diagonalization methods

Non-standard single-particle theory!

Numerical approach (ab initio) E. Suárez Morell et al., PRB 82.12, p. 121407

Challenging at small θ because of large moiré cell

Analytical approach (perturbative expansion) E. Brillaux, arXiv:2008.05041 (2020)

Self-energy encodes corrections to Fermi velocity

H = H0 +Hα ' −iv(α)σ · ∂τ0

Magic value

v(α0) = 0 −→ α0 ' 1/
√

3 −→ θ0 ' 1.1°
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Many-body description

Contact quartic interactions allowed by symmetry

Sint =
12∑
i=1

gi

∫
d2r dt (ψ†Miψ)2

Algebraic classification (linear representation theory of groups)

−→ Two classes of relevant interactions

• Gap opening (IT breaking)
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• Momentum shift (C3 breaking)
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Renormalization group analysis

Goal = 1) identify dominant interactions

2) study their competition

Non-standard renormalization group analysis

Orders g1 and α2

Resummed Green’s function

• Dominant interactions =

layer-polarised

 gap ∆z ∝ 〈ψ†σzτzψ〉

momentum shift Gz ∝ 〈ψ†στzψ〉
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Renormalization group analysis

• Competition leads to mixed order near magic angle (α ' α0)

Vanishing velocity v(α0) = 0

Fixed points

Flow rescaled by vanishing velocity

Mixed state = coexistence of gap and momentum shift = nematic insulator
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Conclusion
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• Large moiré geometry requires non-

standard description

1) symmetry analysis

2) tunneling strength expansion

3) renormalization group

• Flat bands lead to strong

interactions and rich phase

diagram

• Nematic (three-fold breaking) insulating (gapped)

phase at charge neutrality

E. Brillaux, arXiv:2008.05041 (2020)
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Thank you for your attention
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